Differences between adrenomedullary adrenaline and noradrenaline cells: quantitative electron-microscopic evaluation of their differential cellular association with supporting cells.
Quantitative differences in cellular association of adrenomedullary chromaffin cells with other types of cells, mainly supporting cells, were studied. Adrenaline (A) and noradrenaline (NA) cells were compared. Electron micrographs (12000 x) of profiles of A and NA cells, bordering against other types of cells, were used for quantitative evaluation. Supporting cells constituted the majority of the non-chromaffin cell types. Occurrence frequencies of chromaffin cells contiguous with other types of cells were: (1) higher for A cells (68.9%, 199/289) than for NA cells (11.0%, 34/309) in case of small contact regions (chi 2-test: P < 0.001), and (2) higher for NA cells (68.3%, 211/309) than for A cells (9.7%, 28/289) in case of extended contact regions (P < 0.001). In conclusion, the extent of cellular association with supporting cells was remarkably lower in A cells than in NA cells. Such an arrangement is likely to be appropriate for the extensive, homogeneous control and amplified response characteristic of A cells, and for the close range, complex control and more diverse responses characteristic of NA cells.